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by Gita Saraydarian
As we start the spiritual new year, let
us look at how we can build right human relations and how we can pass on
the best of our parents’ legacies.
Right human relations need to be
built in our family first, and then in our
relations with friends and co-workers.
There are many causes for why we do
not have good human relations. Problems come from the familiar litany of
vices that every human being succumbs
to, regardless of his or her level of consciousness and education. Major vices
resulting from the lack of self-esteem and
self-confidence include fear, vanity, ego,
jealousy, glamors, illusions, and the like.
We see these in others first and often
do not realize we harbor these problems
within us as well. The arena for understanding includes building the virtues
in us, seeing ourselves and others as
souls, and employing the three major
qualities of the soul: that of light or
truth, that of love, and that of spiritual
will or goodwill.
In order to build right human relations, let us go back to the most basic
component of our life, that of the family. How we grew up and how we related to our parents and siblings determine, for the most part, how we see
ourselves and how we see the world. We

also have the recordings of our permanent
atoms and karma to qualify our life. We
cannot help what we did in the past; we
can only help what we are doing now and
what will happen in the future. We come
into this life in a particular family and life
situation and we start the building process
of this lifetime. If we want changes, we
need to start right there within our families.
How we grow in these challenging
times has an impact on everything we do
in our life. In the family we learn about
love, acceptance, solving problems, communication skills, tolerance, and forgiveness. We transfer these skills to our schools,
our friends, our co-workers, and in turn
we influence the family that we build. Children are not born bigots, racists, nor hateful. Most children want to be loved, nurtured, accepted, and guided. When the
children learn about the values in life, they
pass them on to their children and to everyone they come in contact with.
So, no matter how we have grown up,
we have a choice of what we will continue
and pass on to our children and to the
growing children that we come in contact
with. Every adult has the responsibility to
choose what will be his or her legacy. Every adult can choose to pass on the best
that was inherited from the parents, and
Continued on page 2
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keeps us striving to reach our destiny. Take love away, and we shrivel
up and die. Love brings joy to our
lives. It gives us the freedom to grow.
Love inspires us and give us the
courage to transform ourselves. Love
inspires us to work hard for those
whom we love. True love makes us
love the soul in each human being
and makes us tolerant of the personality weaknesses. Love makes us renounce our self-interests and ego
and give to others without thinking
of ourselves. Love makes us creative
in finding the solutions in life and
the ways to deal with the stresses of
life. A loving person has strength,
energy, and power. Conversely, a
loving person encourages others to
have strength, energy, and power
and is not threatened by them. Love
protects others, and all that exists in
Nature. Love opens our eyes to the
truth, and gives us the ability to see
into the future. It gives us foresight.
These are the twelve facets of love
that we can see operating in our life
whenever we choose to love and not
hate.
Love makes us magnetic and
draws to us everything we need to
help us grow and grow. Sometimes,
we start feeling the pressures of life
and start to blame. It is easy to blame.
But when we turn that frustration
into love and start loving the Universe for giving us the difficulties so
that we can hear the message we
were not hearing, we start hearing
the truth. The Nature is always
speaking to us. With love, we begin
to hear and to understand.

let go of the worst. We have a choice
not to prolong the suffering of the
coming generations if we consciously
determine just what will be our
legacy. Many courageous men and
women who grew up in abusive and
difficult families have turned their
life around and have made the decision not to transfer the culture of
bigotry, hatred, and abuse to the next
generation.
Mother’s day in May and Father’s
day in June honor the basic foundation of the family. Most mothers and
fathers want only the best for their
children. Many make serious mistakes. But again, most would want
only the best of their lives to be transferred to their children and on to
the next generation. We honor our
mothers and fathers by taking only
the best from them and passing on
these unique qualities and beauties
to the next generation.
You can define family any way
you wish. Even if you live alone, you
can have an extended family, a spiritual family, a family of friends. As we
get older, it is even more important
that we consider what kinds of interactions we have with others and
try not to depend solely on our biological family. Here are three qualities that can make our relations with
others strong and beautiful.
I. THE CURRENT OF LOVE
Love is the fundamental quality
of our solar system. We are all born
from love, even the planets, the sun,
the stars. It is love that fuels us and

The Ageless Wisdom defines love
as a field of energy that is successively
traveling toward higher levels of expression. The love energy travels
throughout a person’s seven centers,
and at each position the expression
of love changes:
“Love energy awakens in the base
of spine center when a person purifies his life and dedicates it for the
service of humanity. At that moment
a spark of fire from the base of spine
travels toward the next center, the
sacral center.
“When this fiery energy reaches
the sacral center, love energy changes
into creative sex energy. When it is
properly used it creates vehicles for
the incoming soul and promotes fusion between male and female.
“When the energy reaches the
solar plexus, it changes into love of
Nature, children, family, group, and
nation.
“When the energy reaches the
heart center, it turns into compassion and love for all humanity and
for the beings of Higher Worlds.
“When the energy reaches the
throat center, it turns into creative
energy for new ideas, music, painting, singing, dancing, poetry, and so
on.
“When it reaches the ajna center, it turns into guidance and direction based on love and compassion.
“When it reaches the head center, it turns into sacrificial labor in
leadership.
“Thus love energy nourishes the
seven centers and their related fields

Continued on page 3
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cuse and think the person is guilty of something. We
of activity.” (Sex, Family, and the Woman in Society by can stop criticizing and belittling, even in the most subtle
fashion. We can accept human frailties and understand
Torkom Saraydarian, pp. 69-70.)
that people have a huge variety of issues they have to
deal with and forgive them. We can give others the opII. HIGHER FUNCTIONS OF LOVE ENERGY
portunity to redeem themselves. We can be available to
Love energy makes us build communication net- talk, to discuss, to apologize, to listen carefully to the
works with all of life. It makes us open an receptive expressed and non-expressed forms of talking.
and, in the meantime, protected. Love energy protects
by shielding us with the Divine Love. Here are some III. THE COMMUNICATION FACTOR
ways that love functions:
The next part of the building process is to know how
“1. Love makes a person sensitive to the direction of to apply the Divine Light in the life of the family. One
his Soul and eventually to the direction of the Great of the ways to translate this Light is Truth. Another is
Spirit in the Universe.
right communication. If we have the ability to commu“2. Love energy establishes the communication net- nicate in our families, we can always get to the truth
work between souls. The light of souls is shared because and build understanding. The topic of communication
of the love created between them.
is very important in every part of our life. We cannot
“3. Love makes a person sensitive to those thought build a family, a group, a community if we do not have
currents and impressions in space that are related to the ability to communicate. In fact, we are a result of a
Beauty, Goodness, Righteousness, Joy, and Freedom. communication! “You are the Word, you are the Pres“4. The accumulated and sublimated sex energy of ence of God, the Spark of God within you, and you
love becomes a carrier of intuitive ideas and impres- became physical, emotional, and mental bodies. When
sions. It causes the person to develop insight and fore- you talk, the real talk is the manifestation of your True
Self which is the Word.” (Teaching the Ageless Wisdom,
sight.
Laws of Successful Communication by Torkom Saraydar“5. Increasing love substance makes a person sensiian, p. 8.)
tive to the needs of others and to the demands of the
“Every one of you, within your secret chamber of
times.
the soul, is the Word of God that God sent all over the
“6. Increasing love energy makes a person sense the Universe to spread His mysteries, His knowledge, His
causes of events, beyond the complicated effects.” (Ibid., consciousness. That condensed wisdom, condensed scip. 76.)
ence, condensed power is within you. It is you.” (Ibid.)
We may not be conscious of the fact that we are conIn our daily life, we can remember all the love our tinuously communicating every minute of our life. We
mothers and fathers gave us and the way it was given. are communicating with our feelings, our thoughts, our
We can give this love and more to our friends and fam- clothes, our looks, our words, our gestures, even by our
ily. We can choose how this love energy will circulate commissions or omissions. Not a minute passes during
through us, what areas in our life it will focus on, and which we did not communicate something. So the real
consciously lift the energy to higher expressions. We question is: What are we communicating every minute
can do this by honoring ourselves, our parents, and by and how are we doing it? Is it coming from the best
honoring the souls of others. We can swallow our pride that we learned in our family? Are we passing on the
and admit making mistakes. We can give the benefit of Truth we learned? Or, are we still harboring some pain
the doubt to another person and not immediately ac- long forgotten?
continued on page 4
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When we take a serious look at our communication
skills, we will see that we have something missing. What
happened? “…The Free Masons say, ‘The Word is lost.’
It is your True Self who is lost. What happens when you
have lost yourself? You become body, you become emotions, you become mind, you become greed, you become vanity. You have lost everything because the word
which was you is lost….
“For one week record your conversations with people.
Later sit for one week and listen to all your secret talk
especially. You will see what a chaos you are creating in
your aura, because there is no synchronicity, there is no
clarity, there is no purity. It is not coming from your
Essence. What will be the essence of our talk? The talk
of our Essence will be the five-pointed star because you
are a five-pointed star. That is the manifestation of the
Word. It is a five-syllable word. Your real Essence is
Beauty, Goodness, Righteousness, Joy, and Freedom.”
(Ibid., p. 9.)
In order to enhance our communication skills, we
can consider the following:
1. Meet the issue head-on. Be willing to talk.
“Someone who does not want to talk is searching for an
escape from himself…. Existence is continuous expression. When you stop expressing, you stop existing.” (Sex,
Family, and the Woman in Society, p. 66.)
2. Try to have open communication. This means
you have to be willing to listen, to acknowledge that
you made a mistake, or be willing not to criticize as the
other person goes through the process of expressing
himself. Sometimes a good listener will help us sort
through our problem areas and we can then find the
best solutions on our own because we were able to express ourselves without criticism. When we let days and
months go by without open communication, the
wounds fester and build up and we begin to have lots
of anger, negativity, and fear when we come close to
the people we are having problems with. So, when we
find ourselves being irritated, angry, or resentful when
we come in close proximity of a person or when we

think of that person, then these are clear signals that
something is wrong and we need to talk.
“Communication must be very sincere without attacking, insulting, or criticizing. To keep a relationship
together you must be able to talk very clearly and openly
and create understanding. You must be able to lay out
all your cards in front of each other. When you open
the communication process in this way, your spouse or
child will tell you what is hurting him or her. Then you
learn what not to do or to do in that relationship so that
in the future you do not cause anger, irritation, and
rejection in others.” (Ibid., p. 312.)
Good communication requires that we are able to
speak from our hearts and elevate ourselves, as much as
we are able, to our soul level. It also requires the ability
to listen and accept as a soul someone else’s communication. And it requires letting go of our past family mistakes.
“In communication there are no threatening expressions. You do not judge or condemn each other. You
have no fear of opening your heart, and you do not lie.
In communication, you are really honest and can thus
work through all problems together.
“One of the most destructive things to communication is to be occupied with the past, with negative things
that happened before….
“In communication, speak about the future. Think
of ways to overcome your problems and differences.
You can speak about the things you do not like and the
things that create friction between you, but you must
also speak of ways to eliminate them, honestly and
openly. You must not hide anything….
“A human being is the most changeable and changing creature in the world. Today he loves; tomorrow he
hates. Today he is dishonest; tomorrow he is honest.
Today he wants something; tomorrow he does not want
it at all. Until a person is Soul-infused, he is not fixed in
good or bad. But he can be better in any situation; he
really can change for the good, no matter how bad he
was before.” (Ibid., pp. 328-329.)
3. Be sincere and honest in your communication.
This is where we can see the light, the truth operating
continued on page 6
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Curre n t E v e n t s
The Torkom Saraydarian University

Wesak Annual Conference: May 3rd - May 6th in Sedona

We expanded the name of our University to reflect the exact source of our
courses and training. Our first year of
classes have been enthusiastically accepted and appreciated. We will begin
our second year in September. You are
welcome to join our ongoing classes
and can start at any time. Here is a list
of what is being offered:

The annual conference is almost
here. We will celebrate this wonderful occasion with lectures and discussion on the topic of soul communication. We will have sacred songs to
learn, and sacred dances to perform
as a group. The event will be completed with a lecture and meditation
on Wesak and a candlelight ceremony. If you have not registered, you

1. A one year Constitution of Man
class is available by correspondence. You
can start this class at any time. This class
is made up of four, 6-week courses
which cover the study of the foundation of the constitution of man,
namely, the etheric body, the centers,
the aura, and the relationships between
all the subtle bodies. This class will give
you a solid foundation that is essential
in understanding the role of the subtle
vehicles in transformation.
2. A one year Introduction to the
Ageless Wisdom class is available by correspondence. This class is made up of
four, 6-week courses which cover four
essential topics for the beginning student: Joy, Prosperity, Responsibility,
and Cooperation. These four topics are
a beautiful introduction to the Ageless
Wisdom.
3. Meditation courses are also available for correspondence students. You
can start at any time and do them from
the comfort of your own home. Meditation is the most essential way to organize our minds and link the lower
mind with the higher. These courses

can still do so. Do not lose this wonderful opportunity to be with your
spiritual family during this important
occasion of Wesak and enjoy the
beauty of Sedona and the Sedona
Creative Life Center. Call us or visit
tsgfoundation.org for reservations
and information. See the enclosed
flier for the Wesak schedule and additional information and registration.

were designed by Torkom, and new Share your thoughts in Outreach:
ones have been developed using the
If you would like to write an article,
same model. All levels are available.
book review, or just share your
4. We are also planning a special six- thoughts about the Teaching, send us
week summer course. Details will be your article and we will consider it for
publication. All submissions are done
released soon.
so with the understanding that they are
5. In September, our second year of non-paid. If you would like to remain
training will start. We will cover the anonymous, please indicate that. We
topic of Planes of Existence and Higher reserve the right to edit the article and
Worlds. This class is open to all quali- will not be able to return it to you. So,
fied students. If you have taken the first please keep a copy for your own
year of study, or if you feel you are records. Send your article via mail or
qualified to take this course due to pre- e-mail to info@tsgfoundation.org
vious studies, please contact us and we
will be happy to go over the require- Book News
ments with you.
We are working very hard to get
6. If you are an advanced student
two books to the printer before sumand wish to do postgraduate work,
mer. Dynamics of the Soul and Talks on
please contact us for information on
Agni Vol. 3 were almost ready when
how you can do this.
we discovered more chapters that are
We invite all of our readers to par- perfectly suitable for these two books.
ticipate in one or more of these courses. We have completed the work on the
They are exciting and help us build our additional chapters and are ready to
inner resources. With our participation, complete the last phase of production.
we are building the future for humanity. We will keep you updated on when
these two books will be ready to ship.
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in our life. If we are wrong, we can admit it without
losing. What we actually lose is the falsity. What we gain
is the honesty and truth. Love will circulate more freely
when we are honest and open and when we allow the
other person to be honest and open. When truth comes
out into the open, it sets us free. We see that there can
be no true reconciliation and healing until the truth is
aired out and seen.
4. Build your ability to communicate progressively
on higher levels. We can start by communicating physically, such as talking, walking together, doing projects
together, spending time with each other. Emotional
communication includes being loving, having positive
feelings in everything we do for the other, being uplifted emotionally together with music, the arts, poetry.
Mental communication can include solving problems
together, reading books together, learning something
with each other and having intelligent discussions about
various topics in the world. We can also have spiritual
communication when we worship together, make plans
and have visions about the future together. Also, when
we serve a higher cause together. “Higher communication is achieved when people dedicate their lives to a
great cause for humanity. Such a cause or vision creates
those conditions in which right human relations become possible. If you do not have a vision that is attracting your actions, your heart, your mind, and your
soul, you cannot reach a higher state of communication. You cannot cultivate deeper human relationships….
“The greatest friends on the path of love and sacrifice are those people who have seen a vision and have
dedicated their lives to materializing that vision. The
more we stick to things and to our own ego, the less we
can love and respect the rights of other people.
“Communication among people deepens when they
are dedicated to the service of a common cause. You
never get tired of people who are progressively expanding their consciousness and are dedicating themselves
to greater and greater service….

“Another important point in communication is to
emphasize principles in your conversations rather than
people….Instead of telling other people that they are
ugly, emphasize beauty and other principles. When
weaknesses are emphasized, they grow and create reactions, hatred, fear, and attacks, and then work against
right human relations. Stand on principles when you
have problems with people, and do not criticize people
if they do not agree with you. Principles will show the
way of resolution and right communication.” (Sex, Family, and the Woman in Society, pp. 485-486.)
IV. SPIRITUAL WILL
The topic of will is beautifully discussed in the book
The Mysteries of Willpower by Torkom Saraydarian. In
this book you will find discussions on how to define
will, and how to use will. As we approach the Sun in
Gemini, the predominating keynote is the use of good
will. We learn in the Teaching that there is only one
Will, that of the Creator. All other wills are the little
wills of men, what we call free will. “Free will is an urge
within us to live the way we want to live, to do things
we want to do, to be what we want to be. But we see
that often we cannot do things because of others who
are doing just the opposite.” So we are under tremendous conflict, because everyone else is trying to practice his or her own little will. For example, “…our actions, our karma, our evolution stand in the way….
“In this modern life not only do your wife, your
husband, your children break your free will, but also
your traditions, your church, your history, your racial
background refuse you your free will. There are also
other agents that do not recognize your free will —
taxes, laws, government, military, prejudices, superstitions, social conditions, economy, the army, propaganda,
advertisements, manipulative corporations, etc.
“Then there are even more powerful forces against
free will. There are sicknesses, diseases, death, universal
laws….One wonders if a person has a free will, or if it is
only a comic illusion.” ( The Mysteries of Willpower, pp.
vii-viii.)
Continued on page 7
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It is very important to cultivate
the right kind of willpower. We all
want to have a strong will. We know
that we cannot do anything, stick to
any plan, actualize any dream without the presence of willpower. We
know that those who are successful
in life have a lot of willpower. But
on close observation, we can see that
often it is not us that is using our will,
but our habits and the forces inside
and outside of us. We come to the
conclusion then that in order to
build the family unity that we desire and to be successful in life, we
need to have the right kind of willpower.
How then do we cultivate our
spiritual will? We can recognize that
the will that we use everyday is the
will of our urges, drives, our physical, emotional, and mental needs.
We are not acting from our core.
Other forces from the outside of us
and from the inside are driving our
actions, thoughts, and feelings.
Other forces are giving us the motives and plans. Our fears control us,
our expectations control us.
“To cultivate willpower means to
bring you into existence, to create a
permanent self within you who will
do things. The Ageless Wisdom
Teaching tells us that if your intentions are not backed with right motives, if your decisions do not have
right motives, if your plans do not
have right motives, if your goals are
not motivated by right motives, if
things that you are doing are not
motivated by right motives, you will
weaken your willpower and eventu-

ally become a slave to your physical,
emotional, and mental bodies.
Slowly people are starting to realize
this. It is a very advanced psychological rule and law that if your ego and
self-interests stand behind what you
are doing, no matter how well you
do things, you destroy yourself.
Even if you want to be a virtuous
person but your motive is to make
people worship you, eventually you
will turn into the most miserable
person because your motive used the
willpower in a reversed way…. Behind all your motives must stand a
truth, a beauty, real goodness, freedom, love, and joy. These great principles must stand within you so you
can use your physical, emotional,
and mental bodies and mechanisms
to do things. When you do things
with the right motivation, you increase your willpower.” (Ibid., pp.
223-224.)
There are seven ways given to increase your willpower through the
development of the real person:
1. Create challenges and overcome them.
2. Fulfill your promises.
3. When you start something,
you must finish it.
4. Set a high goal and try to reach
it.
5. Try to do difficult things in
your life.
6. Create physical, emotional,
and mental discipline in all
parts of your life.
7. Meditate to organize your
mental body. (Adapted from
Ibid. pp. 225-234.)
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These seven ways will help us increase our willpower by increasing
the power of our soul over our life.
When we exercise our willpower
through the power of our souls,
then we truly have love, the truth
and the way to communicate it, and
the willpower to sustain our life
within our soul’s commands.
IV. THE THREE MAJOR FULL MOONS
The currents of Divine Love, Divine Light, and Divine Will are being poured into our lives at this time
of the three major full moons: Aries, Taurus, Gemini.
What an opportune time to remember the truth taught to us by
our parents. We can remember the
love they gave us. We can remember all the sacrifices that they endured. We can deeply cherish the
gifts our parents gave us, especially
the gift of life.
To our children and loved ones,
we can pass on the purity of this parental love, truth, and sacrifice so
they too can remember from the
best that we gave, and we hope they
forgive all we did not do. This way
only the best qualities will survive and
get enhanced by the beauty of the
next generation.
Let us take the time to say, “I love
you mom, I love you dad,” wherever
they may be. Let us pass on the culture of our heart to the next generation and give them the best of who
we are.
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Tr y
Try to be
always joyful
when
things go wrong,
when things go right.
Remember —
There is day
There is night.
Sometimes
in the day
great things
are accomplished.
Sometimes

during the night
stars are seen.
Try
to be joyful
when the darkness
surrounds you,
when the dawn
shines
on your path.
Many people
lost their path
because of day.
Many people
found their path

because of
darkness.
During the day,
during the night,
keep the candle
of your joy
always lit.
Remember —
Light brings darkness.
Darkness brings
light.
Behind every wave
there is an abyss.
Behind every abyss

there is a swelling
wave.
During the day
during the night,
keep the candle
of your joy
always lit....
Only joy
will give you wisdom
to keep your direction
toward the stars.
- Torkom Saraydarian
From My Heart, p. 152

Contact us for information and a free catalog of books and music.
Audio and video lecture tape lists available.
All quoted materials copyrighted by The Creative Trust, by permission of copyright holder. All Rights Reserved.

Class Schedule
May and June 2001 Schedule of Events

Cave Creek Schedule
28641 N. 63rd pl. Cave Creek, AZ 85331
Bookstore hours: Monday – Friday 9am – 5pm
MAY

1 st

No Class. Preparation for Wesak.

8 th

Festival of Buddha: Wesak Celebration: The Sun in Taurus with Gita Saraydarian
Group Worship with Sacred Songs, lecture, and Meditation. Acoustic guitarist Gus Brett.
7:00 - 8:00 pm. Love donation.

15 th The Torkom Saraydarian University Constitution of Man: Class 104-4. 7:00 - 8:00 pm
22 nd The Torkom Saraydarian University Constitution of Man: Class 104-5. 7:00 - 8:00 pm
29 th The Torkom Saraydarian University Constitution of Man: Class 104-6. 7:00 - 8:00 pm
JUNE

5 th

Festival of Humanity: The Sun in Gemini with Gita Saraydarian.
Group worship with Sacred Songs, lecture, and Meditation. Acoustic guitarist Gus Brett.
7:00-8:00 pm. Love donation.

June/July 2001 Special Summer Classes: Plans are underway to have a special 6-week class that is open to all
students. The topic, dates, and times will be announced by mail.

Sedona Schedule
Sedona Creative Life Center, 333 Schnebley Hill Road. For directions please call 520-282-9300.
Meetings will take place in the old AEG sanctuary. Donations to TSG are gratefully accepted.
MAY

6 st

JUNE

3

rd

11 am to 12 noon: Festival of Wesak. Lecture with Hamid Sani. Meditation and candle
light ceremony with Gita Saraydarian. All welcome. $10.00 donation.
11 am to 12 noon, Festival of Humanity: The Sun in Gemini. Lecture and Meditation with
Hamid Sani. Love donation.

Wesak Annual Conference: The Essence of Communication
This conference will focus on the art of communication through exploring the ways of verbal communication,
group discussion, sacred songs from Torkom’s music, and sacred dances based on Torkom’s dance directions. For
more information check our website or call us for details: 480-502-1909.
• Location: Large room of the Sedona Creative Life Center
• Contribution: $250.00
• Dates: May 3rd to May 6th

See reverse side for schedule and registration.

If you wish to have detailed information on any of these classes please contact us by mail, telephone, fax, or
email. Visit our website for periodic updates of events and classes tsgfoundation.org

C l e a r a n c e S a l e ! 40% OFF!
The first clearance sale was such a success that we decided to extend the sale as long as supplies
last. All domestic shipping via UPS. For international shipping, please indicate via air or surface
and we will provide exact cost. If you wish to know the exact shipping costs right away you can visit
our website (tsgfoundation.org) and place your order there. All orders are prepaid. All sales are
final. All titles are by Torkom Saraydarian unless otherwise indicated.

Group I: 40% Discount on the following titles:
Qty

Ti t l e

Sale Price

Qty

Ti t l e

Sale Price

Ageless Wisdom

$9.60

Leadership Vol. 2 (soft and hard cover)

$12/15

Art of Visualization

3.60

Leadership Vol. 3 (soft and hard cover)

12/15

Battling Dark Forces

11.37

Leadership Vol. 4 (soft and hard cover)

15/18

Breakthrough to Higher Psychism

6.57

Leadership Vol. 5 (soft and hard cover)

18/21

Buddha Sutra

15

Legend of Shamballa (hard cover only)

10.80

Chalice in Agni Yoga Literature

3

Mental Exercises

3.60

Challenge for Discipleship (second
edition, soft and hard cover)

12/15

Mysteries of Willpower

8.97

Mystery of Self-Image

6.57

Christ, Avatar of Sacrificial Love (soft
cover and hardcover)

7.20/9.60

Commentary on Psychic Energy

8.40

Cosmic Shocks

10.80

Creative Fire

21

Daily Discipline of Worship

1.80

Daily Spiritual Striving

3.60

Discipleship in Action

3.60

Dynamics of Success

5.37

Earthquakes and Disasters

3

Eyes of Hierarchy

6.57

Fiery Carriage and Drugs

1.80

Flame of Beauty, Culture, Love, Joy

6

Flame of the Heart

7.77

From My Heart, Poetry

21

Hidden Glory of the Inner Man (soft
cover)

4.80

Hierarchy and the Plan

3

How to Find Your Level of Meditation

3.60

Irritation, the Destructive Fire

3

Leadership Vol. 1 (soft and hard cover)

15/18

Olympus, World Report... The Year 3000 10.80
One Hundred Names of God

8.37

Practical Spirituality

3.60

Psyche and Psychism (2 volume set)

36

Psychology of Cooperation and Group
Consciousness

7.20

Purpose of Life

6.57

Science of Becoming Oneself (soft cover
4th edition, hard cover 2nd edition)

9/9.60

Science of Meditation (soft cover, 4th
edition, hard cover, 2nd edition)

9/9.60

Sense of Responsibility in Society

7.20

Spring of Prosperity

5.37

Subconscious Mind and the Chalice

10.80

Symphony of the Zodiac (soft cover and
hard cover, 2nd edition)

10.80/12

Thought and the Glory of Thinking
(softcover)

22.80

Triangles of Fire

7.20

The Year 2000 and After

6.57

Nicholas Roerich by Garabed Paelian

6

Serene Life (by a student)

1.20

Group II: Huge discounts on the following titles
Qty

Qty

Title

Title
Torchbearers (booklet, 1st ed.) $1.00 each

Challenge for Discipleship (softcover only) first
edition: $5.00

Nachiketas $1.00 each

Duties of Grandparents, 1st ed. $1.00

Responsibility of Mothers (1st edition) $1.00 each

I was $2.00

Responsibility of Fathers (1st edition) $1.00 each

Sex, Family and the Woman in Society (hard cover
and softcover, 1st edition) $5.00 each

What to Look for in the Heart of your Partner (1st
edition) $1.00 each

Woman, Torch of the Future (first edition) $3.00 each

Esoteric Look at Hatha Yoga by Barbara Selak: $5.00

Group III: Music - 10% off all music
Qty

Qty

Title

Title

A Touch of Heart (CD) - $12.60

Misty Mountain (cassette) - $9.00

Dance of the Zodiac (cassette) - $9.00

Piano Composition (cassette) - $9.00

Far Horizons (cassette) - $9.00

Rainbow (cassette) - $9.00

Fire Blossom (cassette) - $9.00

Spirit of My Heart (cassette) - $9.00

Infinity (cassette) - $9.00

Sun Rhythms (cassette) - $9.00

Infinity (CD) - $12.60

Tears of My Joy (cassette) - $9.00

Lao Tse (cassette) - $9.00

Toward Freedom (cassette) - $9.00

Light Years Ahead (cassette) - $9.00

1994 Special Ed. Synthesizer Music (cassette) - $9.00

Lily in Tibet (cassette) - $9.00

Additional items you wish us to include in your order:

Bill To:
Name
Address
City
Zip

State

Not-for-profit shipping and handling.

Tel.

Shipping cost is determined by weight and distance.

If Ship To address is different, please enclose a note.
Please pay in U.S. Dollars (Circle method of payment below)
Check
U.S. Money Order Mastercard Visa
Acct #
Expiration date

/

/
/

/

If you are paying by check or wish to know the exact
amount before ordering, contact us.
You can also order online and the exact shipping cost
will be determined for you. Our online ordering
system is secure. tsgfoundation.org
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS:
Contact us for the exact amount of shipping. Indicate via air or surface.
You can also order online and the exact amount will be given.

T.S.G. Publishing Foundation, Inc. Annual Conference

Wesak 2001

Conference Topics:
• The essence of soul to soul communication
• Non violent communication
• Building communication skills in family and group
• Communicating in Sacred Song and Sacred Dance
• Group discussions and debate in building communication skills
• Group presentations and workshops
• Wesak Full Moon and observation
• Meditation and Visualization

Schedule of Events
Daily Meditation to prepare for Wesak

Thursday, May 3rd 2001
6:00 pm - 6:30 pm: Registration (please be prompt)
6:30 pm - 8:00 pm: Candlight Ceremony and opening lecture with Gita Saraydarian
8:00 pm - 8:30 pm: Organization of Discussion Teams

Friday, May 4th 2001 - Morning
9:00 am - 10:00 am: Lecture with Gita Saraydarian
10:00 am - 11:00 am: Lecture with Jeanne Shoup - Building Family Unity
11:00 am - 12:00 noon: Communication skills: Group discussions

Friday, May 4th 2001 - Evening
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm: Sacred Songs
7:00 pm - 8:00 pm: Moving with rhythm and group formation
8:00 pm - 9:00 pm: Sacred dancing

Saturday, May 5th 2001 - Morning
9:00 am - 10:00 am: Lecture with Gita Saraydarian
10:00 am - 11:00 am: Jeanne Shoup: Building Esoteric Group Unity
11:00 am - 12:00 noon: Starling Hunter: Non-violent communication in
Discipleship

Saturday, May 5th 2001 - Evening
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm: Sacred Songs
7:00 pm - 8:00 pm: Sacred Dancing
8:00 pm - 9:00 pm: Presentation of group discussions

Sunday, May 6th 2001
9:30 am – 10:30 am: Special Program (for seminar participants only)
11:00 am - 12:00 noon: Wesak lecture with Hamid Sani (public welcome - $10
contribution for those who are not participating in the full seminar)
Meditation: Wesak Meditation and Candlelight Ceremony with Gita Saraydarian

Registration Form

Location:
Sedona Creative Life Center (Old AEG Sanctuary in Sedona, Arizona)
333 Schnebly Hill Road
Sedona, AZ 86336
(for directions only, call: 520-282-9300)
www.sedonacreativelife.com

Contribution:
$250.00 (non-refundable) per person
Daily rates: $100 per day per person
th
Registration deadline: April 28 , 2001
Upon request, a packet of information about Sedona will be mailed to
you when you register, or see www.visitsedona.com
Volunteers: We need volunteers at the conference for a variety of duties.
If you are interested, please let us know and we can place you on one of
the teams.
(A limited number of partial scholarships will be available. If you would
like to make a contribution toward scholarships, please indicate on your
registration form.)

Name: _________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________
Telephone: ______________________________________
Visa: Mastercard: Check:
Account# ________ / ________ / _________ / ________
Exp. Date: _____ / ______ Signature:________________
Donation: ______________________________________
Check here if you would like an information packet on Sedona
TSG Publishing Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7068 Cave Creek, AZ 85327 USA Tel: 480-502-1909 Fax: 480-502-0713

E-mail: info@tsgfoundation.org Website: www.tsgfoundation.org

